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CHAPTER I
PROBLEM, METHODOLOGY, REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
The question of what makes a good news photograph
has been asked
since Joseph Niepce introduced the world to photo
graphy in the early
1800's.

Still no one has been able to answer it to the satis
faction

of everyone who works with news photographs--ph
otographers, picture
editors, managing editors, mass communications
experts or readers.
One part of the problem is that news photograph
y, as it exists
today, is relatively new.

The first cameras, besides their lack of

technical advancements, were cumbersome and requi
red a great deal
of patience.
Was

Matthew Brady left his name in history because he

perhaps the first real news photographer, thanks to
the Civil War

and his own strong nerves.

Until well after George Eastman developed

the roll film camera in 1*, news photograph
y was more gimmick than
necessity.
It should be remembered also that the world as
a whole was much
less technically advanced than it is today.

Not only was getting the

picture a complicated process, but getting it into
print was a
ch?llenge because of mechanical problems and time.
Covering spot news was almost unheard of because trans
portation
was not yet refined to today's level.

Now events taking place on the

other side of the world can be photooraphed and sent
via Associated
Press and United Press International wires to even small
dailies
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throuoh the United States in a matter of minutes.

Consequently,

when photography was first introduced to newspapers, it was thought
of only as ornamentation, the ribbon on the news package, rather
than the package itself.
But all of this has changed now.

Cameras that shoot numerous

pictures per second, rapid developing and printing chemicals, and
greatly improved reproduction methods have all combined to make a
picture on the front page the rule rather than the exception.
Pictures compete with headlines fcr the readers' attention as they
compliment a story or provide a different look at life.
The best pictures from a news standpoint are usually those
that offer a graphic explanation of what the reporter is telling in
his story.

To get this type of picture, experienced news photographers

agree, the photographer must be on the scene at the time of the action
to portray what happens.

He seeks to match with his camera what the

reporter is seeing—what the reporter considers the lead of his
story.

The photograph should make the reader respond emotionally.

Many photographers believe that if they can be on the scene and match
the writer's slant on some story every day, they have been successful.
By the same token, the best pictures usually require little written
explanation because the subjects and their actions tell the story.
Timeliness and news value are two results the team of
photographers, reporters, news editors and photo editors are
striving for as they go about their duties each day.

Their skills

must be combined to bring to the general public the daily happenings
of the world in their most interesting, most attract;ve and most
effective form.

-"KW?"

.• -

Many people think that all photography demands is a Polaroid
camera that adjusts its own light, develops color film in sixty
seconds and "beeps" to announce the print is ready.
araphy as an elementary art form.

They regard photo-

P-.- tographers who are relatively

inexperienced occasionally get exceptional pictures because they
happen to be at the right place at the right time with the right
camera settings.

These pictures often are nothing more, unfortunately,

than sheer luck, a quirk of nature.

But for the man who makes his

living with a cauera--primarily the photojournalist--and who must
produce good pictures day after day, luck is not enough.

He must

rely cn training, experience and the principles governing his art.
In this writer's mind there are two basic types of photographs:
those with news impact and those with artistic value.

The first

type is probably what most people consider news photography.
Photographs with news impact illustrate a story, give a side of
it the reporter would find hard to describe--the look on a woman's
face when she learns her husband has died in a mine disaster, the
prisoner walking away from the courtroom and many other examples
Found in every newspaper.

Those with artistic value are concerned,

perhaps, with the lighter side of life--a boy playing with his dog
on a spring day, a baby smelling the first summer flowers.

The

photographer becomes an artist by recording commonplace happenings
in a new way.
Many would argue that even the news-impact picture must have
some artistic value and conversely that the artistic-value picture
must have

some

news impact.

The distinction between the two terns

is indeed subtle, if not almost nonexistent.

But the classification
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is based on the premise that while many photographers can do both
equally well, and ideally all should be able to, most of them lean
toward one or the other, either consciously or subconsciously.
For the sake of this study, news impact and artistic value will
be the chief concerns.

Of course, the problem of obtaining news

impact poses a number of questions, and two of the most obvious
will be studied here:

1) Who is to evaluate a picture's news

impact and artistic value?

2) How should the photographer cover

his daily assignments to obtain the best of both and thus make the
reader stop and look at a particular picture?
The photographer, whether quickly or at his leisure, determines
focus, time and amount of exposure; he waits for the moment when
he feels action is at its most interesting point and snaps the
shutter.

After establishing his camera settings and before releaFing

the shutter, he dives attention to the principles of composition.
He begins with the shape of his film, which already has been
sized to a workable proportion, thirty-five millimeters by twentyfour millimeters, but he must determine whether to get the picture on
a horizontal or vertical format.

He then attempts to keep the high

point of interest out of the center of the picture, for off-center
action is likely to appear less static than on-center action.

In

watching for the instant to shoot he recognizes, perhaps
subconsciously, that position and motion of figures have an important
part in the composition of the final picture.
One may assume that a photographer does not think through all
the steps in taking a picture.

Constant experimentation, technical
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knowledge and experience with all the components of a good pictur
e
combine to make many of the decisions automatic or subconscious.
just as the newspaper reporter has a copy editor who checks
his story for accuracy, good taste and effective presentation,
the
photographer has his picture editor.

It is the picture editor's

job to first determine the picture's news value, accurate storytelling qualities and good taste.

If he is satisfied, he then

checks composition to see whether, as the picture stands, it
presents the story with the greatest impact in the least space.
The principles of composition guide his cropping if any is necess
ary.
When a news or managing editor is also functioning as the
picture editor, he will usually be less concerned about techni
cal
details and more interested in the paper's total effect on
its
readers.

But whoever makes these decisions, whether he fully

understands all the details of picture ccmposition or not, will
pass
judoment fairly accurately on which picture is good photography
to
him, whether that be good news or good art or both.

The top

photocraphers usually can ;1:,e'Ke any picture suit both areas.
Researchers, usually not photographers, have tried for years
to find why one picture is more pleasing to the eye or stimulates
emotions better than another one.

Some of the answers can be found

in the rules known as composition components of photography, includ
ing
shape and placement. Generally the person who creates the picture
finds his task easier if he understands why the public will look
at
some photographs with satisfaction and others with disgust.
One point this study attempts to make is that the area of
reader interest in photojournalism has been overlooked by resea
rcers.
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One can study ail the aspects that make a picture technically correct
without ever considering that if the subject is not interesting, no
one will possibly ever do more than glance at it and turn the page.
It is all too obvious that people will look twice at anything they
are interested in and that includes a picture.

Previous studies

have shown that a newspaper reader glances over the headlines as
he flips the pages and, when a subject catches his eye, he will read
through the first paragraph to determine if he will devote time to
reading the rest of it.

This is why journalism students learn very

Early the value of clear, concise headlines and lead paragraphs that
give the essential parts of the story.

Newspaper readers scan

pictures too, but unless an interesting picture is there, they
will pay no more attention to it than they would give to a story
that does not interest them.
The lack of research was summed up at the beginning of an
article on picture selection when the authors, Malcolm S. MacLean,
Jr. and Anne Li -an Kao, said:
lt is curious how little research has been done on
pictorial communication. All the evidence we have
says tnat pictures are important. A good picture,
we believe, can tell a lot--fast--and with a big
wallop that the reader won't forget. Yet we have
practically no research on how we can best make or
select those "good" pictures to do such jobs for
us.'
The article went on to tell of their research using sixty
pictures covering a variety of topics.

The pictures were given to

photo editors or newspaper employees functioning in that role to
l wlcclm S. MacLean, jr. and Anne Li-an Kao, "Picture Select
ion:
An Editorial Came," Journalism Quarterly XL (Spring, 1963), 230.
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arrange by "likes" and "dislikes" as they thought their reade
rs
would.

The results from the editors were compared with those from

average readers in the same area.

It was found that unless the

editors were told something about the reader, their choices
were
little better than sheer luck.

The authors concluded by saying

that they felt they were getting closer to the proper research
techniques
. . . which will not only give an editor much more
directly a "feel" for the values of his readers
but will also help him and us to Ovelop sounder
theories about editing processes.4
In an Earlier and much more extensive study done by MacLe
an
in collaboration with William R. Hazard, many of the same concl
usions
were reached.

The two men selected fifty-one pictures covering a

wide choice of topics and then got interest ratings from
152 men
and 152 women in Badger Village, Wisconsin, a college commu
nity of
young married couples. This article primarily discussed the
responses of the women and their own comments on the pictu
res they
liked and disliked the most.
To go into the results of this study would be time consu
ming
and would not really accomplish the purpose of this paper
to
determine what makes newspaper readers look at any given
picture,
but MacLean and Hazard make an observation worth repea
ting toward
the conclusion.
Given the Growing importance of pictorial journalism,
it seems strange indeed that more research has rot been
directed toward discovering people's reactions to
pctures. The training of photographers, of photograph
erwriters, of picture editors and of editors who can
21Hd., 232•

3
wisely select pictures must increase to meet the
rising demand., Research on pictures can help in
that training.°
And even more recently Jack Haskins summarized a study by
Don Hall in Editor & Publisher, in which he concluded that "a lot
more research is needed in the picture editing field to determine
what causative factors really lead to high quality performance."4
In today's world where television is the major news source for
many people, it is essential that newspapers, if they wish to
continue their role and purpose, do their homework to determine
what elements attract attention to printed pictures.

Of course,

newspapers cannot begin to rival television for its split-second
coverage of news events, but editors can learn how to select and
display photographs that are as effective as any electronic
pictures.
Publishers are interested in selling their product to the
greatest number of people in a particular area or, in some cases,
in a particular interest group.
soap manufacturers do?

But is not this the same thing

A great deal of study has gone into why

consumers buy one brand over another.

Manufacturers study the

shape and size of their packaging, the color of their product and
the packaging, the label design --the "subject" and "form" of their
soap.

And as E. Gordon Barber and others have said, subject and

form are two basic photographic values.
3Malcolm S. MacLean, Jr. and William R. Hazard, "Women's intere
st
in Pictures: The Badger Village Study,' Journalism Quarterly
XXX
(Sprin2, 1953), lfl.
'Jack B. Haskins, Ph.D., "More Study Needed on Picture Editin
g,"
Editor & Publisher CI (November 2, 19CS), 22.
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It is easy to see, as Bert W. Woodburn found in a 1947
study, that any croup of pictures can be divided into many subject
categories, and maybe this is where a major part of the problem
is.

When it comes to subject matter for photography, the list is

practically endless because everything is of interest to someone.
What Woodburn and the others are looking for is a concrete list of
those subjects which interest the greatest number of people.
Like any art form, photography can be "viewed" by a newspaper
reader on three planes:

1) the reader can ignore the picture;

2) the reader can look at the picture as a whole and enjoy it for
what is on the surface; and 3) the reader can study the picture,
analyze it for its fine points and delve into the technique.

A

photograph cannot take a great deal of liberties with the way it
wants to express something, since it is being used to fill a
specific purpose, i.e., illustrating a story or telling a story
of its own.

It cannot be so Thimu-Acky" as to distort the very

thing it is trying to show.

The photographer, perhaps, more than

the painter is working for a specific audience and he must remember
this or more than likely his photo editor will toss that particular
print into the wastebasket.
This brings up the question of news impact versus artistic
value. Since this study has already concluded that both are
essential parts of news photography as a whole and that the
photographer must be able to do both types of work, there comes a
point when the photo editor must decide which he wishes to use.

For

example, if a photographer turns in two pictures of the same
incident,
both of equal technical quality, but one with more news impact,
the
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ether with a definite artistic value, the photo editor is forced to
choose one over the other.

If he has some idea of which type of

picture would be ;;ore acceptable, that is, interesting enough to make
the public read the accompanying story, if any, he would naturally
choose that one or use one on the front page and one inside.
Of course, the photo editor and the photographer do not
always agree on the choice.

According to one newsphoto editor,

Dick Strobel with the Associated Press office in Los Angeles,
"photographers are rarely the best judges of their work. Too often
their preoccupation with the difficulties of making pictures or
overcominc lighting problems affects their judgment in negative
se1ection..5
While some photographers may not agree with this, it
may be more true than they wish to admit.
Another definite difference of opinion between the photo
editor and the photographer arises over the size of prints.

A

photographer who has become a photo editor would be able to
understand the photographer's hurt look when he is asked, "Can't
we (the newspaper) print this picture any smaller?"

Several years

ago Editor & Publisher published an article in which two journalists
speakino before a convention of the Mid-American Press Institute
explained that since most editors are "word-oriented," pictures
are like step-children. "They [the editors] rarely lavish on
pictures the care and attention they devote to their prose.a6

5
Rich Friedman, "A Newsphoto Editor Talks of Pictures,"
Editor & Publisher IIC (September 25. 1965), A4.
6'Editors' Treatment of Photo Analyzed," Editor & Publisher
C:I (December 13, 1969), 54.
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Too many picture handlers think small. Too many
pages are cluttered with little pictures. Why is a
mystery. One theory is that editors place higher
value on words than on pictures. . . . The other
theory is that editors mistake the photo's function.
They regard pictures as an element of design, as
shapes on a page. Of less concern is what a photo
says, how quickly it communicates.7
The most expensive, most highly-refined camera equipment in
the world is no better than the photographer using it.

Within his

power are all the variables discussed throughout this study such as
subject, form, composition, point of view, perspective, contra
st,
size and by employing these he is attempting to show meaning, emphas
is
and unity.

At the same time the photographer must be human enough

to see and feel what is going on and keep his own feelings out of
his viewfinder.

An often quoted idea is that "Cameras can't lie,

but photographers can--and do."

The photographer, like the reporter,

is supposed to be merely the conductor of information.

He is

supposed to show, to the best of his ability, what was happening,
who was there and what was the result.

He must be true to himself

and also true to his audiince--the general public who depends on
the
photographer and reporter to be where they cannot go and to be
their
eyes to the events of the world.
But there still is no answer to the question:
good news photograph?'

"What makes a

MacLean and Kao offer this bit of philosophy

about the purpose of a news picture:
It can get a reader excited enough to go through a
story. It can give him understanding of that story
he wouldn't get otherwise. It can sometimes even

7

Ibid.
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.Air the redder to love or hate, or at lest to
get up out of his chair and do something!°
If, as it has often been said, a newspaper's job is not only
to print the news but also to interpret and crusade, then photography,
as one essential part of the newspaper, must hold up its end.
Emotions, ccnditions, suffering and tragedies can be shown much more
vividly through the use of pictures than through words.

As was

mentioned earlier, nothing can take readers into the middle of a
mine disaster sooner than seeing the tearful widow walking away from
the mouth of the black pit.

That is the type of picture which makes

human beings want to read the story to find out the who, what, when,
where, why and how of the disaster.

An effective picture can also

make one forget his own problems for a while and become young
again or help to remind one of a pleasant experience.
It is a tremendous responsibility for the photographer on tne
scene, the reporter telling the story and the photo editor making
the decision on which pictures to use.

But those three professionally

working as a team can do more than the television camera and the
news commentators with their three-minute spot on a news event.
For the team to be effective, however, it must have the rules
of the game.

A basketball team participating in a championship

tournament does not meet an opponent unprepared because their scouts
are always reporting the opposing team's strategy.

And like a

basketball team, the news team needs its "scouts" to probe readers'
minds to find out why some pictures are more effective than others.

8
MacLean and Kao, 230.
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The world moves along more rapidly each year and the averag
e
citizen needs to be given the greatest amount of news and inform
ation
in the shortest amount of time.

Pictorially is an excellent method

of disseminating that news and information.

There is a place for

both those pictures with news impact and those with artist
ic value
in newspapers today and the sooner we find out when and where
to
use each type to the best advantage, the sooner newspapers
will be
of more benefit to their modern-day readers.
One writer summed up the role of a news photograph this way:
A good news picture allows the reader to identify
with the event. It conveys feeling and mood and
realism so incisively that the reader seems Z)
be looking over the photographer's shoulder.'
9Friedman, "A Newsphoto Editor," 44.

CHAPTER II
ASPECTS THAT ATTRACT READER INTEREST
Basic Pictorial Components
Technology has produced photographic lighting equipment which
can split a second into a million parts, lenses which can encompass
300 degrees, and color processes by which millions of amateurs can
develop color transparencies in their bathrooms.

But all that is

generally known today about the factors which make people stop and
look at a picture was probably said shortly after the first crude
sketch appeared on the wall of a prehistoric cave.

Simply, people

will stop and look at a picture of something that interests them,
and the stronger this interest, the more they will like the pictur
e.
To put it another way, most authorities agree that photographic
values fall into two general categories:

subject and form.

The

"who" or "what" of the picture is the subject, while form embraces
a number of elements which enter into the way the subject is presen
ted.
According to E. Gordon Barber, the photographer cannot exercise
the extensive control in making the picture that the graphic artist
can.

The photoorapher can give the picture a light or dark printing

in order to intensify the key points, but this control is not so
great
as these modifications would suggest, and the treatment is largel
y
governed by the subject matter.1°
. Gordon Barber, Photo Composition (London:
1957), p. 25.
14

Fountain Press,

Barber also feels that the framework of the picture--form-must not be too apparent and is of use only as far as general
placement of the subject is concerned.

Any attempt to cramp the

subject matter into some form that it does not naturally take leads
to unnatural and artificial effects.11
The discussion in photojournalism of subject and form is the
same as the discussion of content versus writing style in printed
matter.

Reader interest in content or subject has been studied in

both written and pictorial journalism, but almost no one has done
research concerning the "readability" of photographs.
Subject.--Reader interest in a news photograph's subject is
probably more important than the aesthetic quality of the picture.
By chance, a cameraman may be present at some world-shaking event
and catch a blurred impression of it.

His finished print may

exhibit the worst in workmanship but yet be widely reproduced and
attract great attention. (See page 16)
In 1968 Mitch Milavettz, editor of the Evansville (Indiana)
Sunday Courier and Press, told a National Press Photographer
Association meeting how he felt about picture quality:
value is important but secondary to picture quality.

"To me, news
Only if the

event is sri staggering in its impact would we accept inferior
quality."12
When a captioned print, fresh from the darkroom or wirephoto
room, slides across the editor's desk, he can usually give ao
11,
Ibid.
i2
Rick Friedman, "The Care and Feeding of Newspaper Editors,"
Editor & Publisher, CI (December 21, 1968), 34.

POOR QUALITY, BUT PUBLISHED
An example of a picture that was published despite
its pccr technical
quality occurred following a robbery and murder when the
was wounded in a gun-battle with police, was dragged to suspect, who
the hospital
for treatment.
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immediate opinion of how interesting it is to him.

Unless the

editor is familiar with readership studies, he will exercise his
own varied prejudices toward shots of beauty queens, prominent
politicians, gruesome accidents and imprisoned criminals.
It would probably surprise most editors to find that news
photographs of beauty queens and glamor girls rate below photographs
of crime with both men and women readers.

While the difference is

only 3 per cent among women readers (69 - 71 per cent), men show
a difference of 8 per cent (58 -

per cent).

These are among

the conclusions Bert W. Woodburn found in a 1947 study.13
The Woodburn study analyzed the effect of size, subject
matter and copy surrounding the picture on readership of news
p!lotographs as shown in the first 100 studies of the 'Continuing
Study of Newspaper Reading."

Since the effect of size falls in

the area of form, it will be dealt with later in this chapter.
Woodburn divided reader interest of subject matter into
nineteen categories ranoing from human interest, which was high
for men with 67 per cent. to weddings and engagements, which was
high for women with 79 per cent.

The median readership for both

men and women in each category was found by classifying th,2 698
two-column photographs that appeared in the first 100 studies.

1

3Bert W. Woodburn, "Reader Interest in News Pictures,"
Journalism qparterly_, XXIV, No. 3 (September, 1947), 200.
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TABLE 1
WOOT3UP%'S TABLE OF READER INTEREST IN NEWS PHOTOGRAPHS`

Subject

Number

Men

Wonen

Human Interest

59

67

70

National Defense
Crime

13

67

61

19

66

72

30

64

71

39

62

57

14

62

70

15

59

77

56

58

60

15

58

69

Servicemen's News
Foreign War News
Science & Oddities
Children & Babies
International & National General News
Beauty Queens
Accidents & Disasters

9

58

69

Sports

88

57

20

National Politics
Local Civic & Political Groups
Local General News
Weddings & Engagements

13

55

50

18

47

61

76

43

52

68

36

79

Theatre, Movie & Radio Celebrities
Women's, Society, Clubs

74

34

54

39

33

76

Fashions

23

13

66

Food & Table Decorations

30

5

49

`Bert W. Woodburn, "Reader Interest in News Pictures,"
Journalism Quarterly, XXIV, No. 3 (September, 1947), 199.
Note: The number of photographs examined appears first in each
category. The figures under Men and Women are median percentages of
readership.
Obviously some disagreement would arise between different
judges as to the classification of certain pictures.

Does a picture

of President Richard Nixon shaking hands with the mayor of Louisville
at a conference on civil defense belong under national politics,
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national defense, local civic and political groups or local general
news?

Unfortunately Woodburn's article did not include a definition

of categories.
Some researchers might prefer to revise the system of
classification.
instance?

Should "Science and Oddities" be combined, for

Do automobile wrecks and earthquakes belong together

under "Accidents and Disasters?"
The question could be asked about the distribution under each
category.

Even a picture editor would attach less importance to

the apparent superiority of "Human Interest" over other categories
if it should develop that the distributions were largely overlapping.
This would mean, of course, that there was almost no chance
of saying that a given photograph in one category was more
interesting on that basis alone than a given photograph in another
category.

The value of this information to a general pictorial

policy would still make it worth knowing, however.
Form.--Send an assorted group of ten writers and ten
photographers to cover a given subject and, in all probability, the
resulting pictures will be a good deal more alike than the stories.
Even so, some of the pictures will be good, some fair, and some
poor.

Since the subject is the same for all, the difference lies

in what each photographer is able to do in the area of form.
Most of the analysis of form has been undertaken by the
pictorialists, who are interested in "art for art's sake."

Their

display rrints are created for the critical judgment of other
artistic photographers. Other advice is concerned with the needs

.•••

4
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of the amateur, the commercial and portrait photographer, and
the documentary photographer.
Any competent news photographer will readily judge a black and
white print on the basis of sharpness, contrast and composition.
But how do these and other factors affect the untrained newspa
per
reader?
No precise answers are available.

Apparently, no one has

approached the subject quantitatively from the standpoint of the
audience.

It seems incredible that such vitally interested

publishers as those of Life and Look have not sponsored such
investigations.

But, if they have, the results are not available.

Tne fact that news photographs differ because they are made
for a mass audience was recognized by an early authority who stated
the difference this way:
In a news photograph, the reader wants to see every
important detail --"X marks the spot where the slain
man fell"--sharp and prominent in the picture . . .
hence it is important that the center of interest be
made prominent and distinct as possible, letting
minor details remqin subordinate and backgrounds
come as they may.I4
It seems that a picture editor subconsciously develops certai
n
principles by which he accepts or rejects news photographs.
could be divided into two classes.

These

The first could be called content

or news value (which has been covered already as subject).

The second

would consist of the copy values which determine how well a
photograph
will reproduce on newsprint.

A picture will reproduce satisfactorily

if it has sharp focus, good detail and contrast in tones.
14
Robert R. Miller, "News Photocraphy Versus Pictorial
Journalism," Fheto-Era LXIII (October, 1929), pp. 182-18
3.
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Blurring due to subject or camera movement
or to improper lens
focus detracts from the sharpness.

Adequate detail in highlights

and shadows is important because some detai
l may be lost in the
eneravinc process. The third copy requisite,
contrast, is the
proper arrangement of tones from black throu
gh grays to white.
Too much contrast destroys highlight and shado
w detail and too
little results in a "flat" photograph. (See
page 22)
Sharpness of focus means clarity of outline.

Fuzziness caused

by improper setting of the lens-to-film dista
nce, and camera movement
or subject movement is usually undesirable.
Often an expert
photoarapher will purposely blur the background
to accent the
central subject.
Good detail is dependent upon both sharpness
and contrast as
well as other factors. It is probably impor
tant enough to include as
a separate element in as much as both sharp
ness and contrast could
be good, but important subject detail might
be obscured by a shadow.
This necessitates cutting down the contrast
and some sharpness.
4

Contrast is the quaTity of balance in the ranae
of tones from
pure black through grays to white. In newsp
aper reproduction
this range is expressed as a pattern of dots
which are equally
spaced, but vary in size according to the black
ness of the area
in the original print. These dots are very
coarse in the screen
used in newspaper engraving. As a result, print
s with a sharp
cradEtion from black to white usually repro
duce more clearly than
prints composed of delicate shadings of
gray.15
- 1 SJo
seph Folges, The Practical Vav to Perfect Enlar
oe-lelq
(New York: A. S. Barne:F-g Co., Inc., 1957
11, p. Si.
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CONTRAST DIFFERENCES
Droner orinting contrast is the balance in tone range from black through
gray to white, which all prints should have for the best reproduction.
Too little contrast (top) will result in a "flat" print, too much
(bottom) destroys highlight and shadow detail, but the right contrast
(middle) is achieved by balancing the two.
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According to Joseph Foldes,
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If the highlights are washed out, lack detail and
shadows are black, the print is too contrasty.
Making a print with less contrast will usually
make details appear in both shadows and highlights.16
One overall standard for judging contrast is the distinctness with
which the desired image is conveyed by the range of tones.
These three qualities of form were considered from the
viewpoint of the picture editor, but presumably they would be present
in the finished newspaper reproduction and have some effect on the
reader's interest.
Perhaps this entire approach to the relationship between form
and a "good" news photograph seers to be formalized.

It might

appear that the editors actually are selecting the pictures by
qualitative judgment and not by any set rules.
Definite qualities to be sought in individual pictures, aside
from their relation to the whole story, are:
1) Storytelling quality
2) Photographic quality
3) Impact
4) Simplicity
5) Beauty
The "storytelling quality" is a part of subject, as already
discussed.

"Photographic quality" includes sharp focus, detail and

contrast, whereas "simplicity" and "beauty" are products of subject
and composition. "Impact" is really the sum total of all the other
qualities the picture possesses.
16,
,bid.
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Composition.--Yet another important
factor of form,
composition, is as neglected in literatu
re of news photography as it
is accented in that of artistic phot
ography. News photographers
can often say that they have to catc
h pictures as they are and have
little control over the composition.
Nevertheless, good or bad
composition has a great effect on read
er interest.
Technically, composition is the arra
ngement of the subject
matter in a photograph. While it migh
t be interesting to explore
the potential effect of all the nume
rous categories of composition,
it would be equally useless to draw
out the less important ones.
It is possible to put the ten most usef
ul of these under two headings:
1) Clarity: shape, completeness, prop
ortion, number, unity
2) Harmony: position, line, balance,
rhythm, dominance.
Clarity in picture composition is not
concerned with beauty,
but is simply a measure of the ease
with which the viewer can "read"
the meaning of the picture as a result
of shape, completeness,
proportion, depth and unity.
Shape is the outline of the picture
image or images.

Its

function is to identify the photogra
phic image with its actual
subject in the mind of the viewer.
The degree to which the shapes
of the photographic images are identifi
able is a measure of clarity.
Completeness is closely associated with
shape.

All idea-

carrying parts must be visible in the
picture or, at least,
sufficiently suggested. Triming the
picture across a person's
face is an obvious violation of comp
leteness. However, the deletion
may occur within the picture itself
through the merger of images. An
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object may be in front of someone's face, for instance, and still
maintain the completeness of the photograph.
Proportion in this usage means the proportion of the major
subject image to the entire photograph.

A good picture editor will

frequently crop a print drastically, leaving only the center of
interest.

The best way to judge this is whether or not the

photograph could be further trimmed.
The large number of images in a given photograph may be too
many for quick comprehension.

If the photographer includes too

many people or things, even though only a single idea is expressed,
clarity suffers.
Unity, mainly mental unity, is the singleness of the idea
presented by the picture.
Harmony in picture composition is the pleasing propeFty of
parts of a whole fitting well together.

Unlike clarity, it is

directly concerned with the beauty of the photograph.

While

harmony plays a far smaller part in news photography than in
artistic photography, it presumably can influence the interest
of newspaper readers.

Naturally, it is more difficult to define

and identify in words than other photographic factors.
The first element of harmony is position, the placement of
images I: relation to other images and to the limits of the picture.
Of course pLsition is involved in clarity but we have reference
here purely to whether the effect is pleasing to the eye.

If the

photocrapher has a tree apparently growing out of someone's head,
for inetanc.

efct will not be pleasing.

_AO
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The problem of
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position in relation to borders is involved
every time a picture
editor marks off or crops a print for the
engraver.
Line is the element most closely associated
with pictorial
compositicr.

It is thought of as being drawn through the
axes of

the picture images so as to make a geometri
cal shape like a triangle
or a letter of the alphabet. One of thes
e letter-lines, the S-curve,
is also known as the "line of beauty."
There is no question that an
interesting linear effect is produced by some
photographs. Whether or
not this influences the newspaper reader is
another question.
Balance in a picture refers to a specific
result of the
positioning of images. Divide the picture
into four equal areas
by drawing two imaginary axes, the hori
zontal and the vertical.
Think of the picture images as having weig
ht according to their size
and blackness. If the distribution of weig
ht in these four areas
appears equal, the picture is balanced.17
Pictorial rhythm, as might be guessed, is the
result of the
systematic repetition of images. A photogra
ph of the shadows cast
by a picket fence would be a simple exam
ple of pictorial rhythm.
It is far more favored by artistic photogra
phers than news
photographers, yet it seems to have a plea
sing effect on the readers.
Dominance requires that one subject image
shall stand forth, or
be pre-eminent. In all likelihood, the
more emphatic this dominance
the more "stopping power" the picture has.
It seems very likely
that this is an element with considerable
influence on the attention
of the newspaper reader.
17Earber, pp. 13-15.
18Ibid., pp. 29-33.
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It is not suggested here that each of the elements of
composition is necessary to an analysis of its effect on reader
interest.
for all.

Eventually one or two of these may be found to answer
Eut until then, the rating of each should be available

for checking the correlation with reader interest and as the means
of arriving at a more accurate evaluation of the rating for
composition.
Composition can be a very abstract subject.

It might seem

to some that more has been written about composition than should
have been.

Actually compoLition is essentially the arrangement of

subject matter so that the final result fits the rules of
aesthetics already set forth.

But guidelines of some sort are

needed so as to begin with something.
Thus composition consists of following such rules as those
just discussed.

Even so, this writer feels that much about

composition cannot be taught.

It must be felt.

Like news stories, news photographs differ greatly in their
ability to attract reader attention.

The more striking the picture

the better chance that picture will have to interest the reader.
For example, a simple two-column shot of a man at work will stop
readers much quicker than will a two-column portrait of a man. (See
page 28)
Why should one picture attract much more reader attention
than the other?

WhF,t are the factors which account for the range

of reader interest in news photographs?

Which are the most

importznt factors in increasing or decreasing readership?

Can ttlese

Too many newspapers still rely on "mug" shots to show what a citizen
looks like. In some cases they have no choice, but when there is, an
attempt should be made to capture the person in his natural surroundings. in that way viewers gain a feeling of the real person rather
than a "stuffed shirt" portrait.
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factors be measured with any degree of accuracy?

Can any usable

suggetticns be made to picture editors on the basis of such
knowledge?
Similar questions about reader interest in news stories and
news photographs need to be studied.

This writer believes that

news photographs on the average draw more reader attention than
accompanying stories, if for no other reason than the fact that
comprehension of a epod news picture requires just a brief
glance,
while stories often take a considerable amount of time to read.
Journalistic and photographic literature contain little analysis
of this reader attention.
If the general run of today's news photographs, ranging from
a one-column head shot of President Richard Nixon to an aerial
shot of a train wrecked by Palestinian guerrillas, is entirely
satisfactory to both readers and editors, studies such as this
might have little importance.

This wrier believes that this is

not the case.
Some editors have recognized the importance of good
photographs to newspapers.

A little more than three decades ago

the executive editor of the Associated Press feature service,
:g

W. T. McCleery, wrote:

:

But what can be done with news by giving it feature
treatment is almost nothing in comparison to what
can be done with news pictures. . . . It is my
belief that news pictures are only beginning to take
their rightful place in newspapers. I do not mean
that newspapers will use
great deal more art, but
they will use better art. 19
W. T. VcCleery, "Mastering the Second Fiddle," Journalism
Quarterly XIV (September, 1937), 244-248.

MOP
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A oreat more art has been used by newspapers, but at least
one group of critics doesn't think it is better art.

An article by

nine Nieman fellows in the Saturday Review of Literature stated:
"Newspapers, thanks to the picture magazines, are printing more and
more pictures, but there has been no noticeable improvement in their
20
quality.
Action.--One element of a photograph appears to be as important
as it is difficult to classify.

What is the difference between a

posed photograph of a basketball star leaning on the ball while
kneeling on the court and the same star driving for the basket to
score two points? (See pi:ge 31)
The difference is action.
subject matter.

In a sense it is a part of the

Yet it is often within the power of the photographer

to impart acticn to the form of the picture.

While action

conventionally included actual physical motion, news photugraphers
have discovered ether sorts.

For example, there is action in the

human face, made available by the fast lens of the candid camera of
the photographer.
Action could be left as a minor element of the photograph
were it not for its obvious importance.
Action is the illusion of motion in still pictures.

It is the

result of the setting of the images as such relationships that make
them appear to be moving.
Candidness includes any illusion of action implied by the
mentel knowledge that the subject or subjects must have been engaged
20"if
- We Could Start
a Newspaper," Saturday Review of Literature
XXX (September 27, 1947), 7-3, 28-32.

Action makes the difference between an ordinary picture and a
picture
that truly portrays the subject. Since basketball players rarely
sit
still, why show them restino on a ball in the center of the court?
It
is much better to show the same player in action.
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in some kind of activity by their position or shape
.

The face of

a crying baby or the position of a man at a machine would
fall in
this category.
Making the photograph appear to be fluid includes any effec
t
of action brought about in stationary objects through light
ing,
camera angle or other devices available to the photograph
er.

The

play of lioht on a field or body of water might, for
instance,
suggest a kind of motion.

It would be necessary to keep this

"implied movement" distinguished from a dramatic effect.
So urgent is the newspaper demand for action that a photo
grapher
sent out to shoot a statue or the front of a new building
may place
his camera at an unu3ual angle and utilize lighting to
dramatize the
subject.

This produces a sense of action by suggesting to the mind

that the figure might melt into other shapes and attit
udes.

Its

rigidity and permanence are removed.
Whether or not these more "invented" forms of action
are
valid, two conclusions seem inescapable.

Action is interesting to

the observer and it is often within the power of the photo
grapher
to impart it in the news photograph.

Therefore, it is an element

of the photograph which must be taken into account in an
analysis
of reader interest.
Size.--Woodburn found in his study that the median inter
est
of readers increased with the size of the illustrati
on but not
proportionately.
o

The following table gives the median percentage

readership accnrding to column width:
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TABLE 2
PICTURES WITH AND WITHOUT OVERLINES
a
With
Overline

Without
Overline

Readers
Column
Column
Column
Column & Up

33%
48
63
67

41%
50
59
59

Women Readers
1 Column
2 Column
3 Column
4 Column & Up

41%
61
68
77

48%
61
62
69

Pictures
Men
1
2
3
4

a Woodburn, p. 200.
Note: It should be understood tha
t the author is
referring to "cutlines" and "headl
ine
s"
pla
ced
und
er
or over the
pictures when he says "overline
s."
Woodburn concluded that the one
-column picture deserved
extensive investigation. Furthe
r investigation might be directed
toward determining v,hether; pic
tures of a given subject appeared
most
frequently in a given size--suc
h as mug shots--consequently affect
ing
the apparent values attached to
size alone.
The Picture Editor
His Role on the Newspaper.--If
the assertion made by the nine
Nieman fellows discussed previo
usly is true, perhaps this lack of
improvement can be attributed
to the lack of good picture edi
tors.
Often it is a part-tire job for
a busy city editor who seldom kno
ws
a picture highlight from a sha
dow.

-47."
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This brings up the question of how much
accurate information
exists about picture editing. From the
writing available on the
subject it seems obvious that today's
picture editors are going as
much or personal taste as standing rule
s. Selling them on the
matter of reader interest may be a diff
icult matter.
One who is not familiar with the inte
rnal operations of
American daily newspapers might expe
ct that there are standard methods
of operation. Re would expect a Loui
sville Courier-Journal picture
editor to have about the same duties
to perform as the picture
editor employed by the Nashville Barer.
But the student of
newspaper operations, like the newspape
rman who changes jobs,
finds that about the only duties that
are the same in two different
newspapers are those of the photographers
and reporters.
There is a great variability of duties
that perscns in the
same nominal position are required to perf
orm from newspaper to
newspaper. The Nashville Banner's pict
ure editor might have
duties handled by the Courier-Journal
's news editor, managing
editor, reporters and picture editor.
Cther newspapers have
picture editors who might do more than
the Nashville Banner's
picture editor, and some picture edit
crs have fewer picture
editing duties than the Courier-Journal'
s picture editor.
It can be clear that the generic term
"picture editor" is
not a definitive one. We must define
a picture editor as a
newspaper staff member with exclusive
responsibility over some
phase of the picture-editing process.
Picture eCiting, then, must be any
or all the acts involved
in getting photoraphs published. Some
of these might be sizing

•`.2.,,f,, "A.
-

•
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the pictures, cropping, placement on the page, cutline writing,
picture page producticn, planning of specific coverage, scheduling
photographer's tir:e or giving assignments to photographers.
His Duties on the Newspaper.--Sizino is the determination of
the column width and the depth of the picture.

Because space is a

valuable commodity in newspapers, the editor must base the decisi
on
of how much of that space he can allow for a photograph on two
considerations:

1) how much news value (either news impact or

artistic value) each picture has, and 2) how important the pictur
e
is compared with the story selected for that same space.
Sizing is perhaps the most important duty of the photo
editor because he must consider the type and size of pictures
he has already selected to insure having a variety of shapes
and sizes throughout the paper.

At the same time he rust look

at each photograph individually to determine its merit.

While

photographers prefer large pictures for o5vious reasons, a
photoeditorwhodoesnot.fully understand the value of pictures
will tend to use smaller ones to save space.
Pictures on the printed page are composed of a standard
number of dots for each square inch of picture. The
larger the picture, the more dots and the greater
resolution of details and consequently, the greater the
impact on the viewer. Also the larger the picture, the
greater the competition with other news for the
available space.21
Cropping involves deciding what proportion of the whole
negative or print will be used.

While some individuals who are

21 Don Alan
Hall, "A Survey of Picture Editing Procedures 3nd
Their Effects Upon American Daily Newspapers," (unpublished master's
thesis, Indiana State University, 1963), p. 55.
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unfamiliar with the workings of a newspaper may have trouble
distinouishing between cropping and sizing, there is a difference.
Sizing deals with the picture as a block that must be fitted into
a
specific space by reduction or enlargement of the whole.

Cropping,

on the other hand, means looking at the picture and determining
what
details, portions of background or unnecessary elements can be
taken out to emprasize the center of interest more clearly.

One

should not think that cropping means indiscriminate "chopping" of
the photographer's work because cropping must be done on all four
sides proportionally.

It should be used to complete the job the

photocrapher begins when he takes the picture and eliminates
distracting elements with his viewfinder. (See page 37)
Good cropping can enhance a lousy picture, just as
poor cropping can ruin a good picture. Judicious
cropping eliminates extraneous matter while emphasizing
the important, giving the picture impact and composition.
A good picture has a focal point of interest. If it
doesn't, it's not a good picture. The problem of
cropping is to emphasize that focal point of interest.22
Some photographers insist that they did all possible
cropping .hen they previsualized the picture in their
camera's viewfinder. Some editors believe they can treat
a Photograph merely as a shape and not as a definitive
work that is altered by trimming.23
The conflict, more often than not, lands in the lap of the man
in
the middle—the photo editor.
Placement means the determination of the picture's position
based on the shape of the page and the importance or relativity of
other matter to be placed on the same page.
22Friedman, "A Newsphoto Editor," 45.
56.

On most newspapers,

PICTURE CROPPING
Cropping involves taking portions of background
and unnecessary elements
out of the picture to cut it down to only
the center of interest. Using
cropping L's is one way to determine immediately
how the four sides will
have to be cropped proportionally.

except for special pages such as the front page, editorial page and
specific others, editors do not begin with blank pages because the
advertising department gets first priority on position for its work.
This is wherr, placement problems begin because editors do not like
to bump ads and pictures.

On the front page the layout man has free

rein with a blank page to be filled in the most attractive design with
major stories and the best photography; the inside pages are not
that
easy and in many cases the inside pages are not planned except
by
the men who actually put the type into the form or paste the storie
s
down. (See page 39) These printers usually have an idea of what
the paper's policy is concerning pictures inside the paper.
Many newspaper people believe there should be a picture on
every page, whether it relates to a story on that page or can stand
alone.
Thus, pictures have a decorative value which can rank
with its [sic] quality and subject matter in placement.
Some editors like pictures to "brighten" a page, and
they may use pictures to expand upon verbal reports.
They might prefer poor quality pictures that have
strong news value to high quality ones that don't.'
Particularly on inside pages there are fewer mechanical
problems if the stories and pictures are unrelated because there
is
no delay resulting from the composing room not having either
the
print or the copy.

Don Alan Hall offers this suggestion on pictures

and story placement:
Sometimes the news value of the picture and of the
story are out of balance. A good picture can be
"downgraded" when it has to run with a story of little
importance. Likewise, a poor picture can be "upgraded"
because of the news value of a story that must accompany
24

Ibid., op. 56-57.
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PAGE LAYOUT
Editors strive to desigl attracti ve fron
t pages by effective use of
pictures and lead stories. By us ing a
lay-out sheet, they can get the
feel of how the firished page wil I look
and at the same time explain
their directions to the composing room
.
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it. The downgrading might mean placement on an
inside
page rather than on Page 1 or placement at the botto
m
rather than at the top of a page. Another technique,
rather than running picture and story together, is to
separate them, judging each on its own merits and
crossindex them with noZps such as "picture on Page 34"
or
"story on Page 1."'D
Cutline writing is the process of getting e:(planatory
material
into the shortest possible form to caption the
picture.

While the

photo editor may not write cutlines himself, it
is often his duty to
see that the cutlines are written as the pictures cross
his desk.
Perhaps nothing in the production of a newspaper
causes more hard
feelings than the picture-oriented photographer havin
g to turn his
work over to a word-oriented reporter for the cutlines.

However, it

is a rare combination when a photographer can also write
his cutlines
or a reperter can take his own pictures.

The hard feelings arise

when the photographer thinks the reporter's cutli
ne does not do
justice for the picture and the reporter thinks the
picture subject
is such that it is not worthy of a good cutline.
One photo editor sets up several rules for cutline writi
ng
including:
Describe what's happening in the picture without being
obvious. If the subject is smiling or gesturing,
the
reader doesn't need the caption writer's word for it.
But he wants to know the reason for the smile or
gesture
if it isn't self-evident. Keep sentences short,
descriptive E, nd to the point. Remember the reade would
r
rattier look at the picture than read the prose benea
th
it. ,6
Picture page production involves the making of pictu
re pages
wi 4- h materials from any source.

This is one of the most clear-cut

25Ibid.
26

Friedman, "A Newsphoto Editor," 45.
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picture editing duties although the degree to which a picture editor
is involved may vary greatly.

In some cases, one person may conceive

the ideas for the page and carry it through as far as the engraving
process (he may even take the photographs).

In other cases, the

production of a picture page merely may involve the choice of
pictures on a subject chosen by someone else.

An artist or layout

man may determine how the pictures are going to be arranged on the
page. (See page 42)

t.e

Picture pages can be placed into two general groups-those on a single subject and those presenting a
potpourri of subjects. The amount of verbal material
on pages of either group can vary greatly. Single
subject picture pages frequently concern topics that
do not have pressing news value. That is, they can
be produced without any deadline pressure and can be
published whenever space is readily available.27
In the article on reader interest to pictures, written by
Woodburn, he says,
It is true the picture page will stop more readers on
the average than any other page except for the front
page. However, it is .also true that one three-column
picture by itself will' stop two-thirds of the readers.
He goes on to suggest that by combining stories and pictures on each
page, the stories will not only be more vivid, but will also be better
read because of the reader traffic throughout the entire paper.28
Scheduling photographers' time is the administrative duty of
seeing that a photographer is not assigned to be two places at the

same time and that he has time to get from one assignment to the next.
This particular duty also involves making sure photographers will be
27Hall,
p. 58.
28

Woodburn, 201.
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PICTURE PAGE LAYOUT
It does not matter which employee has the job of
laying out the picture
page, the procedure is the same. This type of
page depends on a lead
picture, smaller accompanying pictures and effective
use of white space
and copy to produce an attractive and unusual page.
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on duty at the time coverage of news is
needed.

Timing is as

irTortant in photography as it is in reportin
g, but in covering spot
news events it is more critical.
If the photographer misses a news event,
there is no
picture unless it is something he fakes
afterwards.
If the reporter misses a meeting, he
can get information
about it from someone who attended, alth
ough this is
only second best to being there for the actu
al meeting.29
It is a fact that when a photographer has
enough time to study
the picture-taking situation, analyze the
lighting and other technical
factors and get the feelirg of what is
happening, he gets much
better pictures. And the ..-son in charge
of scheduling the
photographers' time should -Emember this
. Of course each assignment
determines its own amount of time need
ed to get the best pictures,
but the photographer should feel that
he can "waste" a few moments
without falling behind his schedule.
In an interview in Editor & Publisher
one photographer
expressed his feelings:
Very often . . . photographers are not
budget their own time; they aren't give permitted to
n the same time
to develop a story that a reporter is give
n. It is not
unusual to find reporters given three
weeks to work on
a series. But a photographer . . . is
supposed to
illustrate the same thing in a couple of
hours and come
back and grab _a couple of women's page
assignments on
the way home.60
This statement shows poor planning on
the part of the picture editor,
but they are not all unaware of the
photographer's feelings. A
sympathetic photo editor stated the
problem this way:
29
Ha1l, p. 59.
30Bob
Warner, "Who's Editing the Pictures
," Editor & Publisher
XCIV (July 15, 1961), 38, quoted
in Hall, p. 59.
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With the deadline demands of newspapers, news
photographers can't yet the kind of time allo
ted to
magazine photographers, who frequently spend a
week
ring hundreds of exposures to produce the
half-dozen
pictures eventually published. Yet, there is
no
substitute for time--time to think about the job
before
going on it, and time to do it once it's begun.
Vhen
time is available, let the photographer have
it.3 I
On the other hand, unthinking photographers
or photo editors
will give a reporter pictures they have been
working on for weeks
and expect the reporter to turn out cutlines
that explain the
pictures briefly in full detail in tire for
the next edition.

A

well -organized photo editor has an idea what
each photographer is
enterprising on and when it could possibly
be used, and by talking
to the copy editor about reporters' projects
, he can be aware of
what might be needed in the future.
In many cases scheduling of time is done
by the chief
photographer who, hopefully, would make the
best use of both his
photographers' talents and their time.
Giving assignments to photographers, a pict
ure-editing duty
closely related to the scheduling of time,
involves choosing which
photographer will perform a specific assignme
nt. On some papers
this task is performed by the chief photogra
pher and on others by the
photo editor, but whoever does it must work
with the copy desk to make
sure the pictures are available when they are
needed.
Without getting into a discussion on the comp
lexities
involved in determining which assignments
are to be made
and which are not, it should be noted here
that the
editor who has the duty of giving assignme
nts has the
ability to cause or prevent friction betw
een word and
picture operations.3
-)1
-.Friedman, "A Newsphoto Editor,"
44.
32
Hall, p. 60.
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Dick Strobel offers this advice to photo editors:
The editor's instructions should not be in too much
detail; the photographer should have latitude to
develop his own ideas. The important thing is that
the editor provide enough - nformation aL-)out the
assignment so the photographer understands what 33
it's all about and what he's expected to produce.'
The results of the studies mentioned in this chapter will be
more useful to photo editors.

Given the knowledge that readers will

pay more attention to science pictures than to celebrity pictt-f:s,
the editor may feel justified in balancing his use accordingly.
But what the photographer needs to know is what the largest
proportion of his audience considers a "good" picture.

Perhaps he

is going to considerable trouble to impart "action" to his photographs of static events. Perhaps he is using his depth of field
to add depth or eliminate it.
untrained mass audience?

Is either result noticed by the

There are many questions along this line

that could be asked about technique and reader interest.
Consequently, the ultimate conclusions of any research in news
photography should be mad

in terms useful to those who are out in

the field using their cameras to record the events of the day.
a Friedman, "A Newsphoto Editor," 44.

CHAPTER III
PRACTICAL APPLICATION OF THE ASP
ECTS
In the hands of a perceptive per
son, the camera
possesses a unique power: It is a
matchless recorder
of moments, of people and of pla
ce; it can reproduce
the past with a fidelity no other
medium can match.34
The tremendous assortment of caT
eras, lenses, filters and
other photographic equipment mig
ht seem, to the casual observer,
to place the taking of pictures wit
hin the grasp of everyone. Many
camera advertisements claim for
their product automatic exposure
control, rapid-fire motoring sys
tems and the like
The real
problem is that the same manufactu
rers who design these "automatic"
cameras have not yet built in the
human factors--imagination,
originality and a complete understa
ndinc, of the relationships
between beings. Built-in human
perception is not likely in
photography equipment. "The fut
ure of photojournalism demands progre
ss
of the photographer to match the
progress made in the design of his
35
tools."
In the list of desirable qualit
ies of a good photographer, the
photographer's individual techni
que generally comes last after a sta
ge
in which his major concern is tec
hnical. The aspects of a good
34,The
Camera," Life Library of Photograp
hy (New York: Time,
Inc., 1970), P. 1 8.
35
Robert B. Rhode and Floyd H. McC
all, Press Photography_
(London: Macmillan Co., 1955),
p. 138.
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storytelling picture and a techni
cally good picture must be combined
by the photographer for the mos
t effective use of his camera.
The photographer should use his
lens to eliminate the nonessentials and isolate the meanin
g of his pictures. This is don
e
only after the photographer has
mastered the use of his equipment.
It is through skill, familiarity
with technique, that the photographer develops cc-.trol of his
pictures, and without this control
his pictures can convey meaning
and feeliro only by accident. The
photographer advances up the ran
ks of his profession only after
technique has become automatic and
his major concern is with
picture content.
Exactly what constitutes a good
photograph?

Each photographer
must interpret his surroundings
in his own way, adapt them to his
own purposes as part of his
individual approach with a camera.
-Pis
approach to good photography is
aided tremendously by the photographer's understanding of the
criteria leading to good compositi
on.
These include the photographer
's ability to convey meaning, emp
hasis
and unity to his work while als
o using a variety of perspective
and
contrast leading to good rules
of photographic composition.
Criteria Leading to Good Compos
ition
Meaning.--Storytelling is essent
ial tc the photojournalist.
All
other qualities of a good photog
raph must be made to contribut
e to
this primary purpose. "The sto
rytelling develops from less con
cern
about the grains in the emulsion
and more concern about the grains
of
36
interest."
36

Ibid., p. 139.
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The photographer must begin his assignment with a menta
l point
of view.

That is, taking the menial assignments and producing a

story approach that will interest readers.

An interested photographer

is the photographer who makes an effort to obtain knowledge
and
understanding of his subject.

The photographer, working with a

camera as a reporter works with a typewriter, is qualified
to report
an event only after he understands it.

He should be able to feel the

emotion involved in the subject, but at the same time remai
n as an
observer with a camera searching for meaning.

"There is a difference

between 'looking' and iseeing."37
The eye and the lens "see" differently.

For this reason,

capturing and conveying the feeling of a subject to its fulle
st
extent in a photograph is usually not possible by simpl point
y
ing
the camera and pushing the shutter.

Only if the photographer makes

an effort to do this "seeing" with his camera will he be
able to
translate what is happening into effective photographs.38
This, although breaking away from a totally objective view
point, represents a search for meaning by the photograph
er based on
what is actually occurring.

The finished photograph will have

something to convey to the readers only if the photo
grapher approaches
the subject from a truthful point of view.

The problem here is that

some photographers are still ignoring this fact.
371•'illiam Strode, assistant director of photograph
y, Louisville
Courier-Journal and Times, Louisville, Kentucky,
in a speecF,"—Yt the
Kentucky Intercollegiate Press Association, April
24, 1970, at
Western Kentucky University..
2Andreas Feininger, Total Picture Control: A Perso
nal
Approach to Photo_gra_phy (New York: Crown, 19611
, pp. 31-83.
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Cameras cannot lie, but photographers can--and do:39

The

photographer's choice on point of view, perspective, liehting and
timing may result in a picture that does not conform with the true
situation.
daily:

One example of this appears in some newspapers almost

the check-presentation photograph.

In actuality this

particular method of delivering a check is nothing more than a
chance to pose for the camera.

The people, the check and the

location may be real, but the situation is phony.

Another criticism

is the dullness of this particular picture. (See page 50) In like
manner, the idea of "candid photography," although quite effective
if used correctly, can lead to a false picture unless the photographer
realizes that a fraction of a second in time does not necessarily
represent the entire event.
Mitch Milavetz, who is considered a powerful force in the
recent history of the Evansville (Indiana) Sunday Courier and Press,
explained at a national press photographers' meeting several years
ago that he had found his photographers improved when they were given
more time to enterprise picture ideas, and the way he gave them more
time was to cut out most cliche shots especially check presentations.
When they have a choice between an enterprise shot and routine
assignments,
. . . I found the routine check-passing and firing squad
pictures could not break into the paper. And if you can't
run them, you might just as well stop scheduling the
check -passing and firing squad pictures. If you stop
scheduling this kind of picture, you also have more time
to shoot the kind of pictures a newspaper should run.q°
39
Rhode and McCall, Press, p. 140.
4°Friedman, The Care and Feeding," 35.
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CHECK PRESENTATION

-

'

Rarely, if ever, are checks presented in this manner, but for the sake
of recogrAtion of the persons involved, newspapers have always
published this type of picture. Many newspapers are moving away from
these cliche shots in an effort to clean up their pages and free their
photographers fo.
'more creative ventures.
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Meaning is essential in news photography,
but it must be
meaning based on honest reporting. The
camera along with all its
fancy accessories can never be a storytel
ler; only the photographer
plays that part in the true life dram
a.
Emphasis.--Meaning is important, but
it serves no purpose unless
it is communicated to the reader. The
reader must be persuaded to
stop reading or turning pages long
enough to look at a photograph.
Emphasis refers to the ability of a
photograph to catch the reader's
eye. It must be built into the picture
by the photographer. Emphasis
can be put into a photograph in many
ways: through selection of
subject matter, through arrangement of
the elements of the picture,
through perspective or camera angles,
through lighting or through
correct timing of the shutter release
to catch the action at the
most significant moment.
Novelty ideas such as odd angles, ligh
ting or composition can
occasionally achieve emphasis, but nove
lty should be the answer only
if it is relevant. This type of pict
ure, though, is not the answer.
The answer lies in the ability to "see
" from a viewpoint that the
unimaginative photographer may have over
looked.
Still, photography can gain emphasis
, in one way, by a feeling
of action--if the photographer is skillful
enough to time his exposure
so that the resulting picture conveys
a sense of the movement that
actually preceded and followed the
releasing of the shutter. By doing
this the photographer is able to crea
te a whole range of visual
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expression, and hopefully will retain only the vital part of the
action or a momentary expression that best represents the situation.41
Emphasis may also appear in the emotion centered in a human face.
Most of the time this emotion is best caught with the photographer
tightening in on the subject.

It may appear in pictures that show the

reaction between individuals or between the individual and the situation
in which he is pictured.

Human emotions, although seemingly quite

common, can be overlooked by the unskilled photographer. (See page 53)
As in the case of meaning, emphasis is essential to iiews
photography.

But here it is important that the main object of the

picture, whether it be the face of a crying child or a large tenement
house fire, stand out enough to be recognized as the point of emphasis
in the photograph.
Unity.--Like a good literary work, a good photograph has a
singleness of purpose and all elements within the photograph--lines,
shapes, lighting--will contribute to that end.

Beginning photo-

graphers tend to include too much in their photographs just as
beginning writers often try to crowd too much into a single sentence.42
The result is the same in both instances--a vagueness in the work and
a failure to communicate ideas.' In trying to unify his pictures the
photographer must reduce his photographs to the fewest possible
elements containing the essential meaning of the shot.

When

distracting elements remain he must use his technical knowledge,
41

M. J. Langford, Basic Photography: A Primer for Professionals
The Focal Press, 1965), P. 355.
42
Thomas H. Miller and Wyatt Brumitt, This Is Photography
(New York: Doubleday & Co., 1963), p. 1190.
(London:

Photographers often use children for their
subjects be -ause children
are not ashamed to show emotions; they
will continue to react when
confronted with a camera and find pleasure in
events like a ride on
a ferris wheel at a state fair.
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whether it is at the scene or in his darkr
oom, to subdue them as much
as possible to get a well -composed picture
which conveys its meaning
without being arbiguous. Such effective unity
, much like emphasis,
as discussed, will make the picture stand
alone and achieve the
reader's interest.
Point of View.--In deciding upon point of
view the phct':grapher
is concerned with the foreground, background
and his principal
subject. A change in either the distance or
the angle of view from
the camera to the subject can often bring an
orderly picture out of
a disorderly scene. The photographer shoul
d have a good look at
his subject from s2veral angles before begin
ning to take his pictures
so he will show the subject from the most effec
tive point of view.
Generally if the photographer has time to
do this, his pictures will
turn out to be more eye appealing.43
Moving in for close-ups, as discussed earl
ier, can often add
great emphasis.
essentials.

Changing lenses can also be used to eliminate
non-

A low camera angle can often eliminate a clutt
ered and

distracting background.

By other small changes of his position, the

photographer can often bring order to his subje
ct while viewing it
in his viewfinder, thus finding a single cente
r of interest to focus
upon.
Very slight movement of the camera can move
the center of
interest, once found, out of the center of
the viewfinder, utilizing
the "rule of thirds."

It is wise to avoid having the center of

interest in the center of the picture, such
as halving the picture
43Helen Finn Bruce, Your Guide to Photograph
y: A Practical
Handbook (New York: Barnes & Noble, Inc.
, 1965), p. 4.
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with the horizon.44

There are exceptions to this rule because

occasionally the picture will have rore meaning with the subject in
the center.

At this point the photographer must beware of a picture

that is too orderly because at times an orderly picture can be more
confusing than a cluttered one.

The idea is to try to play order

aae.nst a degree of variety.

Lines, such as the wall of a house,

which divide the picture

two equal parts are to be avoided

because the result is usually a dull, uninteresting composition.
Actually this example represents a total lack of unity or composition.
Other lines play a role in the point of view selection by the
photographer, because he may find a particular angle provides leading
lines in the composition--lines that lead the eye naturally and
inevitably to the center of interest.45

Fences, roadways, railroad

tracks and even lines of people can naturally lead the viewer's eye
to the main point of interest. (See page 56)
Lines seeming to flow in certain directions may imply underlying
meanings in a photograph., "Horizontal lines impart a feeling of repose;
vertical lines, a sense of dignity, height or solemnity; diagonal lines,
a feeling of movement or restlessness.B 46

Curving lines usually add

grace and a smooth flow of movement that can enhance and coordinate
the oter lines.47

An altered point of view can make these lines

seemingly repeat themselves over and over to give the photograph a
44Miller and Brummitt,
pp. 174-176.
45
Barber, p. 32.
46Phode
and McCall

Press, P• 145.

47Bruce, p. 141.
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LEADING LINES
Lines are an effective means of leading the eye to the center of
interest. A reader cannot help but look at the tennis judge because
the top of the net pulls the eye toward the focal point of the picture.
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sense of visual rhythm.

This can also be accomplished wit
h a long

row of similar buildings, or
fences lined up across a rolling
field.48
Suggested movement can also be
brought into the flow of a
picture with the positioning
of the subject matter in the frame.
In
action pictures the photographer
lets the action lead into, not
out
of, the picture, and in so doi
ng, gains a more natural effect in
the
picture's final appearance.49
(See page 58)
In a photograph the photograp
her needs to completely define his
point of view. His job lies
in his being able to cut through
the
confused mass of subject matter
and get to the main idea. This put
s
great importance en the photog
rapher's creativity--the ability
to
see things as they really are
, not as distorted by the photograp
her's
past associations or emotional
involvement in the subject. The
art
of seeing a subject from a fre
sh point of view must be developed
by
the total concentration of the
photographer and by his carefully
developed sense of timing.5°
The photographer must recognize
Bresson has called "the decisi what Henri Cartierve moment." This is the
time when the elements of the
subject assume an effective
relationship, when the compositi
on is joined in a
significant totality.51
Once the visual statement in
the picture has been made by snappi
ng
the shutter little can be don
e to edit it.
482arber, pp. 29-30.
49Mil1er and Brummitt, p.
176.
5°Rhode and McCall, Pre
ss, p. 146.
51 trode, during the KIPA
convention photography spe
session.
ciality

An important rule in
showing action is allowing
the subject to move into.
room in the picture for
Not only do the bars of
the
subject, but the empty space
at the left suggests the fence frame the
in that direction and
subject is moving
not stationary.
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Cropping the negative in the printing of the picture is
still
a possibility, but cropping will seldom rescue a poorly cempo
sed
picture.

Effective cropping is done by the photographer who edits

with his viewfinder before the shutter is snapped and
not with his
enlarger later. The enlarger merely complements a decis
ion already
made during the taking of the picture.52
Perspective.--Perspective concerns the problem of showi
ng space
between objects, whether it be in the three-dimensional
aspect or in
scale. Normal human eyes see things in three dimensions
. A photographic lens "sees" only two--length and width.

The photographer

must assist his lens with the third dimension by trying
to show
depth in the relative size and position of the different
parts of
53
the scene.
There are several ways that perspective can be used to
improve the appearance of the photograph.
The first of these is for the photographer to choose certa
in
devices to show the idea of three-dimensionality on a
photograph's
flat scale.

An example ofi this in composition is the framing of
the

principal subject with foreground objects which usual
ly have a dark
tone. This makes the picture appear brighter and more
dramatic, as
well as adding the three-dimensional appearance.54 Such
'raming
provides for a separation of the foreground from
the principal subject
and leads the eye of the viewer to the center point
of interest.
Pictures in which the principal subject is frame
d by the trunk and
-.4111

5t,
,
.obert B. Rhode and Floyd H. McCall, Intro
duction to
Photoo-Lx (London: Macmillan Co., 1965)
, pp. 52-54.
53,
L,ruce, p.
cA
'Barber, p. 30.
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limb of a tree or leaves, all defocused in the foreground
, have
become cliches in photography.

The basic idea here is quite sound

and usable when applied with some imagination.
Another device for obtaining the three-dimensional look in
photographs is creative lighting techniques.

Lighting -.an be used

in sepz , 'ing the different planes of the picture by shadin
g the
foregrcunds, brightly lighting the major subject or using
a simple
lighting pattern for the background.
The third device involves using the perception of infinity,
parallel lines appearing to come to a point in infini
ty.

Supposedly

parallel lines appear to lead to a point of intersection in
the
distant background.55

In using the theory of parallel lines

leading to infinity, the photographer should be careful
to have only
one set of lines leading to infinity or the picture unity
may be
destroyed.
Finally, there is the factor of scale--an item which many
beginners fail to illustrate in their photographs.

It is useless to

photograph a trerendously tall building, trying to show
its height,
without using some familiar object in the same picture to
define the
true size.

Vacationers often find this factor lacking in their

pictures of impressive mountains in some area of the
country because
their snapshots include nothing to indicate the
mountains

size by

contrast.

Something of familiar size, such as a human figure, would
provide the needed scale.56 Also a human figure in
these photographs

Charles Swedlund, A Guide to Photography (New York:
Partners'
Press, 1967), pp. 49-51.
56
Strode, during the KIPA convention photography specia
lity
session.
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is more appealing to the viewer than are such
things as trees,
houses or cars.
Contrast.--Placement of extreme high contrast
near extreme
dull contrast may draw attention to the pict
ure and will affect
composition. Unity is heightened by a great diff
erential between
blacks and whites. In black and white photogra
phy the areas of
greatest highlight may stand out to the viewer's
eye. In color
,otography bright colors against dull backgrou
nds may be appealing.
In black and white the photographer should be
careful to separate
values of the gray scale. Without this separati
on, different objects
of importance can blend into a mass.
Contrast may be controlled by exposure and sele
cted focusing.
Exposing for the main subject in the scen
e will make it stand out
against a darker or lighter background and will
often eliminate an
undesirable background. The closer the phot
ographer is to the
subject, the greater the possibility for him
to remove the distracting
backgrounds that often occur in pictures.
An expressive face against
a cluttered background may lose its impact
if all the background
factors fight against the expression.57
Out of focus areas generally
have less contrast than areas sharply in focu
s. Selective focusing
can pit the foreground or background out of
the depth of field thus
adding emphasis to the major subject of the
picture.
Lighting can be used to provide needed cont
rast to separate the
subject from the background. Adding artifici
al light, such as side or
back lichting, can create separation with
added depth and contrast,
thus a total separation of the two areas
of the picture.
57Bruce,

p.

3.
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Composition.--A pictorial setting may be dete
rmined before the
photographer arrives to take his picture.
But if he has a choice, the
photographer should choose a background in
which there is an apparent
relationship to the individual or group to
be photographed. Often
part of the story can be conveyed to the view
er by recognizable scenes
or objects in the picture. Objects in the
foreground or background
can also aid in telling the story and in
composition.
'ioving to a hign, low, or side viewpoint
of the same picture
will give the photographer three diffarent
views of the same subject.
Before any -ictures are taken, the photogra
pher should make a complete
circle about his subject, deciding which
viewpoint is the most
desirable. The photographer, to emphasiz
e one pictorial idea rather
than a disorganized mass, should shoot as
close to his subject as
possible. Things such as legs and feet
are not necessary in good
pictures and should not always be inCuded
in the photographer's
viewfinder.
Normally the best results come from pictures
which are
completely natural and unposed.

The photographer should make an

effort to work as quickly and unobtrusivel
y as possible, letting
the subject pose himself by being himself.58
It is often necessary,
though, for the photographer to guide the
group of people, in order
that the picture might follow some rules
of good composition. This
can be done through examples or carefully
worded directions. These
directions should be as short and simp
le as possible because the
58
Rodney Fox and Robert Kerns, Creative News
Photoora_phy
Iowa: Iowa State University Press, 1961
), p. 39.
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longer it takes to pose the subjects
, the more uneasy and
preoccupied they become with having thei
r pictures taken.
Obviously, the smaller the group, the
more possibilities for
a better picture. Individuals as well
as groups--to make the picture
more natural looking --should be give
n something to do with their
hands. Conversation between individa
ls will often ease the tension
and establish rapport between the phot
ographer and his subjects.
The subject should be clearly recogniz
able but the photographer
should not be overly concerned with taki
ng all frontal views.
On routine assignments the photographer
should try to gain
full control of his lighting. Poor ligh
ting techniques on the part
of the photographer in such an instance
generally show a lack of
interest and, in turn, technically
poor prints. If at all possible,
the photographer should use the ligh
ting available at the scene to
achieve a more natural picture. Flas
h or additional lighting tends
to add an artificial appearance to
the 17icture unless employed
with complete accuracy.

The light should look natural, not theatric
al

Now that we have discussed what cons
titutes a well-composed
photograph, it is important to bring
the discussion into the realm
of practical shooting. This includes
the areas of spot news,
feature pictures and sports photogra
phy.
Spot News
Perhaps the most important aspect of
shooting spot news is the
fact that the photographer shoots
subjects which will not be tbere
later. This is the major difference
between a photographer and a
reporter on spot news assignments. The
reporter can talk to
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witnesses to find out what happened, making it not absolutely
necessary for him to be on the scene at the actual occurrence.
The photographer, on the other hand, in order to record the scene
on film, must be present when the event is happening.
During spot news work, technical quality is not stressed as
it is on routine feature assignments.

The impact of the spot news

photographs can make up for the lack of technical quality in the
finished print.

Good composition is as important here as it is in

other assignments, but waiting for good composition or moving to a
different position for better composition may result in the photographer's going back to the office empty handed.
In addition, the photographer may not have full control of his
lighting, as he would in routine news, but he does have complete
control over the instant the exposure is made, as well as some control
over the camera angle.
The photographer's lack of control -7.n other areas may be
compensated for somewhat by other procedures used in spot news
assignments.

The photographer can pre-focus on an area in which he

expects the action to occur--the zone focusing technique.59

Hopefully,

by using this technique, the photographer's depth of field will take
care of small errors in focus.

He can correct for larger errors by

changing his focus or quickly moving closer or farther away from
the
subject.

Pre-focusing, or zone focusing, makes it possible for the

photographer to shoot quickly when taking time out for focusing might
nean the loss of a picture that fully illustrates the news event.
59
- Langford, p. 85.
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In many spot news cases the photographer
must be able to
"shoot from the hip"--without raising his
camera to eye level.
Awkward shooting positions are also the
case in riots, or large
fires, where he may be called upon to
shoot with the camera held
overhead so his lens can see over a crow
d of firemen, policemen,
other cameramen or curious onlookers.60
The basic rules for shooting good news
movie film apply to the
shooting of spot news assignments. The patt
ern begins with the
long shot, or establishing shot, to set
the location and the general
situation. The photographer then moves
closer and closer as the
situation warran'-s. In covering fires, for
example, it is generally
a good practice to shoot several overall
shots of the scene before
moving in for medium-range shots and clos
eups of action. (See
page 66) Foreground objects, such as the
back of a fireman, a
fire engine or even a crowd of curious
onlookers, may be used to
add depth and storytelling impact in medi
um-range shots. Closeups
can be taken of firemen's expressions,
emotion in the faces of
spectators and other impact happenings
on the scene. After cicseups
have been taken, the photographer can move
away for a new look at how
things are developing because, by that
time, better overall views
of the scene may be available.
Of paramount importance on a spot news assi
gnment is the
photographer's understanding that the
event will not happen the same
way twice, and that he should not spar
e any amount of film to record
the event.
60
Rhode and McCall, Press, p. 155.
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SPOT NEWS TECHNIQUE
When covering a fire, a good rule is to get several
overall shots
showing the immensity of the blaze, possibly with the
fire truck in the
foreground, and then move in for the extra shots that add a
human touch
to the fire. Firemen at work or spectators are good
for this type of
picture.

•
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Feature Pictures
Newspaper pictures are increasingly, year by
year, falling into
the feature category. Many types of feature
pictures appear with
enough regularity to be considered routine
shots. Examples are
weather pictures, holidays and first day of
school shots. These
types of pictures, while becoming more comm
on everyday, are a great
challenge to the photographer's originality
and creativity. It is
this pressure which often results in the phot
ographer putting forth
an added effort to get an appealing picture.
Other feature-type
assignments, as well, call upon the photogra
pher to search deeply
into the dull routine of everyday life to
cone up with interesting
pictures.
In many feature photographs the photographer
may be attempting
to show a feeling of emotion. In such instance
s, the photographe:
should beware of becoming so emotionally invo
lved with his subject
that he loses track of his actual picturetaking assignment.
Accordingly, the photographer's picture-taking
ability will be
greatly enhanced by his understanding of such
feelings as anger,
love, hate, joy, lust and sorrow. Other emotions
, such as puzzlement, distrust, satisfaction and the like, are
more difficult for the
photographer to define. But he can accomplish
this definition if he
is able to feel the situation himself. (See
page 68)
It is important in taking feature pictures to
produce a picture
which is technically good, because the photogra
pher generally has
more time to devote to insuring such a product.
However, many
photographers have the faulty impression that
the familiar, everyd4y
scene, if pictured technically well, will be appe
aling. Actuarly

Love is a relatively easy emotion
for the watchful photographer to
show because it involves a facial
expression and often a physical
action.

UNDERSTANDING FEELINGS

The fence defocused in the foreground, the stark concrete walls
in the back and the forelorn look
on the ocelot's face express
loneliness and fear better than
words.

4
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what makes the photograph effective is the photographer's ability
to see more than the average observer may see.
As we move through our normal lives, many impressions appear
before us so often that they become commonplace, and we forget
they are there.

It is the job of the photographer to bring these

impressions forward.

The photographer must try to forget all his

past, and present, in order to photograph without bias.

It is

easy for a photographer with a preoccupied mind to pass by many
feature picture possibilities in a routine day.

The photographer

who has trained his mind to watch for good pictures wherever he
looks will be the one who turns up imaginative and original feature
pictures.

This total concentration can come only after the photo-

grapher has made a conscious effort to look for pictures wherever
he goes.

He should not become corrupted to a point where he is

no longer really looking at the things and happenings around him.61
Through practice this conscious effort may become a completely
unconscious one.
Perhaps the most interesting subjects for feature pictures are
people--in every phase of life.
interesting feature pictures.

Faces, especially, provide many
With a little effort on the photo-

grapher's part, scenic shots, although usually quite simple in
form, can be interesting. (See page 70)
A familiar scene can be pictorially effective if taken from
a vantage point which is unfamiliar.

This is a simple reason for

the current effectiveness of aerial pictures.
El Langford,

p. 352.

Using different

Even in the case of a scenic picture, having a person involved
puts
things in proportion. The girl is not the picture, but the icy coating
on the trees and walk is.
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lenses or taking night shots, to name just two possibilit
ies, may
add newness to what might otherwise be trite pictures.
(See page 72)
Sports Photography
A photojournalist's experience in sports photograph
y must be
obtained early in his work. On feature and some
news assignments
the photographer can arrange his subjects and the
lighting to
greatly enhance the value of his pictures. The true
value of a
sports photograph, however, often depends on the photo
grapher's
split-second timing and ability to recognize good sport
s pictures
in time to record them on film.

Many of the best sports pictures

are missed by the photographer who does not stay alert
during the
event. The photographer must act with his camera in
the same
instant that he sees his picture possibility.
The timing of the clicking of the shutter release
is
extremely important in sports photography.

4

Sports editors are

often disappointed by action pictures in which the parti
cipants
appear tired or past their4 moment of most action.

In all sports

there are moments when the action reaches a climax; in
these
moments the major happenings of the sport take
place.

In fact,

these peaks of action give sports their spectator
appeal. (See
page 73) The photographer needs a previous knowledge
of what may
happen in order that he may anticipate such moments.
He learns to
take his pictures at the second of climax--in fact, actua
lly
fraction before the climax.

This triggering of his shutter a fraction

Interes ting patterns can be created through the use of different
lenses
or unus ual angles. The wake of a motorboat shot from the air
and
effecti ve use of back lighti ng give a simple picture a new and
exciting
dimensi on.
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4

PEAK OF ACTION
Poised action pictures record action at its peak.
Particularly useful
in sports photography, this type of shot
presents the athlete in his
finest form because this peak is what his
training has been for. To
shoot sports effectively, a photographer should
have an idea when these
peaks of action are likely to occur.

-
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before the action will most often produce negatives which contain
the climactic action.62
Some photographers feel a motorized camera is one solution for
the photographer who feels he cannot catch the climax of the sporting
event.

Often such cameras, which can take as many as forty frames

per second, minimize the importance of split-second timing on the
part of the photographer.

To rely on saturation shooting with motor

drive, though, is an abdication of the total responsibility of the
photographer.

If photography is to mean anything it must be the act

of human decision and discrimination.

There must be the photographer

making decisions aty)ut what he is seeing as well as telling the truth
of the situation with his camera.
Persons who are likely to make the best sports photograohers
are the ones who are knowledgeable fans, but not emotionally involved
rooters.

By actual participation or by studying the rules and

keeping up with a certain team's development, the photographer
enhances his possibilities in sports photography.

Through this

knowledge the photographer keeps a step ahead, preparing for what
is likely to come next by getting into position for the best camera
angle.

The photographer should be interested enough to make an

effort to get good pictures.

In a baseball game there is a man on

first with no one out in the late innings of a tie ballgame.

The

photographer should have enough knowledge of the sport to realize
a call for a bunt might be made.

With this knowledge he can

el :- minate his coverage of most of the field and concentrate on a
62Feininger, pp. 342-343.
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play at -.econd base, where there probably will be a slide, or at
first base, where the hitter may be involved in another close play.
Many people attribute great sports photographs to luck.
Occasionally, luck is responsible, but for the photographer who
consistently turns in good sports pictures, this is not the answer.
Thus, although luck will play a part in good sports photography at
times, the percentages favor the photographer who plans ahead.
The photographer must begin planning for a particular sport
before he arrives at the event.

He should find out exactly what

the editor wants and be familiar with the pictures which have run
recently from the same type of sports events.63

If the newspaper

published a man slid',ng into base one day, the next day the photographer should try for something different.

Armed with that

information, the photographer can decide from where he should shout
to get the pictures that the editor wants.

Both the photographer

on the field and the reporter in the press box are looking for the
key plays and distinctive .features of a particular game or sporting
event--the events which determine the outcome.
The camera angle is most important in taking dramatic sports
pictures.

Usually a low camera angle will make such pictures

more dramatic, but an occasional high camera angle can break the
monotony of everyday sports pictures. (See page 76)

In the

following chart certain sports are discussed in terms of camera
angles and lenses which may be used to get effective pictures.

63
Fox and Kerns, p. 39.
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UNUSUAL ANGLES
A creative photographer can find more than one way to shoot a basketball
game or any sport. A low camera angle gives dramatic pictures, but an
occasional high angle breaks the monotony, shows a play in the making or
offers a look at the players' faces during the height of action.
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TABLE 3
RLCOMMENDED LENSES FOR SPORTS USE

Sport
Baseball

Basketball

Football

Golf

Tennis

Track & Field

Subject

Camera Angle

Lenses

field action

normal or low

200mm, 300mm
500mm, 1000mm

player close-ups

normal or low

400mm, 500mm
1000m

dug-out shots

normal or high

105mm, 135mm

court action

normal or low

85mm, 105mm,
135mm

sidelines action

normal

85mm, 135mm

facial expressions

normal or high

135mm, 300mm

over-the-court

high

135mm

field action

normal

135mm, 200mm,
300mm

sidelines activity

rormal or low

35mm, 85mm,
135mm

course action

normal or low

200mm, 300mm

sidelines activity

normal or low

85mm, 135mm

court action

normal or low

200mm
300mm, 500mm

facial expressions

normal

300mm, 500mm

running events

normal, low,
or high

85mm, 135mm,
300mm

field events

normal or low

24mm, 85mm,
135mm, 200mm

action close-ups

norral or low

135mm, 200mm
300mm
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TABLE 3--Continued

Sport
All Spectator
Sports

Subject

Camera Angle

crowd (wide)

normal or low

24mm, 35mm
50mm

crowd (close-ups)

normal or low

135mm, 200mm,
300mm

Lenses

Note: There are situations where the lenses listed would be
totally impractical and others where, using the photographer's
imagination, different ideas could produce excellent pictures. This
is only this writer's basis upon which 4-o begin shooting sports
pfttographs.
Sequence Pictures.--Sequence pictures of a football play or a
driving basketball lay-up from start to finish have a great deal of
reader interest because they present the event as it actually
happened.

Sequence pictures overcome the limitations of still

photography and approach the effect gained by motion picture photography.

Recently, though, the trend has been to avoid using sequence

pictures in favor of "playing up" one good picture as large as
possible for greater effect.
Lighting for Sports.--Using available lighting at sports events
is becoming the rule rather than the exception, due, in part, to
improved stadium or arena facilities.

Fast film such as Tri-X and

fast lenses such as f/1.4 and f/1.8 on small cameras have made sports
photography with existing light more practical

Some photographers

have a creater confidence in flash, but this causes problems since
an electronic flash can temporarily blind the players.

t*".

Using a flash
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might also be obvious to the readers since that picture would
have
a tendency to appear artificial.
Stgping the Action.--An individual photographer's technique
takes on added importance in sports photography because of
such
problems as using long lenses and stopping the action.

Newspaper

readers want sharply defined pictures and these are more diffi
cult
in a fast moving sports event.

Although he was there the spectator

does not always know just how a spectacular play developed.

The

photographer should try to picture what the eye did not percei
ve.

To

do this the photographer must stop the image on his film so
that the
reader will have a clear understanding of what happened.
In presenting clearly defined pictures three factors must
be
taken into consideration:
1) speed of the subject
2) angle and direction of the movement
3) distance from the subject to the camera.
The photographer's ability. to balance these factors into choosi
ng
a proper shutter speed will determine how sharp the result
ing images
64
are.
The closer the subject is to the camera the harder it is
for
the photographer to stop his movement.

As the image size increases

so must the speed of the shutter to stop the movement.

A wide angle

lens, with a short focal length, puts relatively small images
on the
film and requires less shutter speed than the longer lens
with a long
focal length which, in fact, brings the photographer
closer to the
subject.
6411 Swedl

und, pp. 49-51.
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The photographer needs to consider the direction of movem
ent
in relation to the camera position.

If the movement is directly

toward or away fron the camera, a normal shutter speed, i.e.
1/125 second, will give

satisfactory image.

If the movement

approaches the camcura across the field of view, the shutter speed
must be increased to stop the action.
In some sports the peak of action and the point when the
most
interesting and dramatic pictures are made corresponds to the
moment
when the subject movement is at its lowest.

This is particularly

obvious in the case of a pole vaulter or high diver since the
best
pictures are when the vaulter has reached over the bar
is at the peak of the dive.

r the diver

This is the time when movement is

virtually stopped for a fraction of a second, thus a slower
shutter
65
speed can be used.
Occasionally a photographer would like to consider the
possibility of a deliberately blurred picture.

A photograph of

stopped action sometimes looks as if there was no action at
all.
If a sharp image of movement is not critical to the photo
grapher, a
sense of motion can be expressed through the still photograph
by
deliberately letting all or parts of the image blur.

A shutter

speed slower than that needed to stop the movement will show
a
blurred subject against a sharp background.66
The subject can possibly be kept in sharp focus and
the background blurred to increase the feeling of movement by
"panning" the
camera. (See page 81) The photographer aims at the subje
ct as it
6-bruce,
pp. 173-174.
66Swed1und,
p. 49.
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PANNING
Another way to present a picture of speed and movement is by panning
the camera. That is, focusing on the subject and following the action
by swinging the camera at the speed of the subject. This blurs the
background but shows the subject in focus, adding the look of additional
speed.
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approaches, follows the action with his viewfinder pivoting himself
and continues this until the picture has been taken.

This creates

a definite illusion of movement if done properly.67

This technique

is one which is seldom used but can be quite useful in instances
of low light level (thus a need for more f/stop which in turn
means a slower shutter speed) and special effects.
Other pleasant changes in the photographer's assignment result
when he turns away from the actual playing field or arena and aims
his camera at spectators, coaches or the players on the bench.
Often there are as many dramatic, storytelling pictures along the
sidelines as there are on the field.

And sometimes the best picture

can be made after the contest or event is over and the result is
obvious in the actions and facial expressions of both participants
and spectators.

Unless a photographer must rush to meet a deadlie,

he should wait for the chance to get these universally appealing
pictures.
Through the e/ent the photographer must consciously avoid
getting emotionally involved himself, because this will inevitably
reduce his effectiveness to tell the story as it is and may even
leave him unprepared to catch perhaps the best picture of the day.
He should not care which team wins or loses the event or game he is
covering; his only concern should be getting the best possible
pictures.
67
Bruce, pp. 168-170.
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CHAPTER IV
CONCLUSION
As the youngest member of the newspaper family, photo
journalism
has attracted many talented practicioners, but
few scholars.
Consequently, little scholarly research has been done
, which, as
this study indicates, is unfortunate because pictu
res are an important
part of the family, illustrating stories, telli
ng stories of their
own and providing a versatile design tool.
Generally the best liked pictures are those which
have
sharpness, clear detail and good contrast.

They have the storytelling

quality that lets the reader know at a glance
what is happening. Of
course, one cannot overlook those pictures which
, although poor in
quality, have such a world-shaking subject that
they will be used
;
despite their faults.
Closely associated with subject and form is compositio
n.

I

Like

an attractive flower arrangement, a nicely compo
sed photograph will
have completeness, unity, shape, proportion, line,
balance, rhythm
and do:71inance. Most of composition consists
of an aesthetic quality
that rust be felt rather than taught, as was
mentioned earlier.
It must be assumed that the average newspaper
reader will look
at the pictures either consciously or subconscio
usly because they
are an oddity in the sea of type. But everyone conce
rned with newspapers hopes to do more with photographs than
attract a subconscious
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glance from the reader.

This is one more reason research in the

area is needed.
In view of the previously discussed duties of the picture
editor, one can see that this individual plays an important part
in deciding which pictures will appear in the newspaper.

He is

responsible for the size and emphasis on the center of interest,
the placement of the pictures as he works with other editors, the
production of attractive and effective picture pages, coverage of
events, scheduling the photographers' time to allow them to do
their best job on each assignment and, often, the selection of which
photographer to send to which assignment.

One can see that the

picture editor would benefit greatly from increased reader interest
studies.
Pictures have to depend on sign language to give readers
meaning and emphasis, and they can do this only if the photographer
is aware of what he is looking for and what he is doing at all
times.

When he takes a picture, he must be constantly aware of

relationships, the way things blend into one another.

Unity,

point of view and perspective work together, perhaps more in
artistic value pictures than in news pictures.

But every time

the photographer raises his camera, he should look for the artistic
in the most newsworthy event and the news impact in the most
artistically perfect shot.

Contrast and composition join the group

to add their own touches to the complete photograph.
Being aware of things happening around him is a prime
responsibility of the photographer.

In covering spot news he

must look around constantly to find the one picture that, more
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than any other, tells the complete story.

Technical aspects are not

stressed as much here because in most cases the subject is the
important point.

In many cases, zone focusing, "shooting from the

hip" and shooting over his head can mean the difference between
getting the picture and losing it.
The popularity of feature pictures is increasing rapidly;
thus, photographers should &,elop the
pictures in addition to news work.

bility to shoot feature

Catching human beings in the

act of being human always makes good pictures, particularly when
they are showing emotions.

Children are excellent subjects because

they usually have not developed the technique of holding back their
feelings when something affects them.

Artistic pictures are all

around the photographer, but he must become subconsciously
conditioned to "seeing" them at all times if he hopes to get the
unusual.
Along the same line with spot news work is covering sports
events, which also call for split-second shooting.

The photographer

must have some basic knowledge of the sport he is covering so that
he can anticipate what may happen next.

In reality there is a special

technique required for sports photography; the photographer must
snap his shutter an instant before something occurs so that he will
get the action at its peak.

If he waits another second, he will

only record what happens immediately after that peak.

Motorized

cameras help the photographer in this area, but to rely on them
shows a lack of self-confidence on his part.

Both knowledge of the

sport and a liLtle advanced planning will turn out more usable
sports pictures than will any amount of luck.
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While technology is helping the photographer capture life on
a fraction of a second basis, continued research must guide him in
selecting which second of life he will capture to gain the greatest
amount of viewer interest.
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